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Second Term Test  

The Text:                                                        “Karantika Delight”  

Dounia: Good morning Abdallah! I want to prepare “Karantika” for lunch. 

Abdallah: Good morning sister! Let’s take a look at the shopping items we have!  

Dounia: Are there any eggs in fridge? 

Abdallah: No, there aren’t any! but there is some milk .  

Dounia: How much milk is there Abdallah?  

Abdallah: There is some milk, half a litre (0.5 L). 

Dounia: Go to the grocery shop please, buy some eggs and a bag of milk!  

Abdallah: How many eggs do you want me to buy? 

Dounia: I need 7 eggs and I need few coriander too. 

Abdallah: We need a lot of juice for dessert too!  

                                                     Adopted from: https://www.facebook.com/mr.abdelmalek.aissat.blog 

 Part One: (14pts) 

A. Reading Comprehension: (7tps) 

Activity One: Choose (a, b, c or d) to complete the following sentences. (3pts) 

1- The text is.. 

a-  an-email                       b- a blog                            c- a dialogue                     d- a letter 

2- There is .. 

a- a lot of milk                  b- some milk                      c- no milk                         d- much milk 

3- Dounia needs.. 

a- 4 eggs                           b- 5 eggs                            c- 6 eggs                           d-7 eggs 

Activity Two: Answer the following questions. (2pts)  

1- Are there any eggs in the fridge?  ……………………            

2- How much coriander Dounia needs? …………………………………………                 

Activity Three: Match the words in column a with their equivalents in column B.(2pts) 

 

 

Many 

 

Prepare 

Few Want 

Cook A lot of 

Need Some 
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B. Mastery of Language: (7pts) 

Activity One: Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary. (1pts) 

is there any tuna  ………………………………………… 

Activity Two: Fill in the gaps with the suitable words. (4pts) 

 

1- Aïcha wants to buy……………chocolate.                                                                                

2- There ……….many apricots in the tree. 

3- I want to sell …………..potatoes. 

4- There ………..much rice in the packet. 

Activity Three:Write the following words in the right box according to their final “s” sound. (2pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part Two: Situation of Integration (6pts) 

Context: Kawthar and Wissal want to prepare couscous. 

Task: Complete the dialogue  

Support: many / much / some / any – few / is there…? / are there …? / How much ..? / How many..? 

“Friday Couscous” 

Kawthar: How many onions are there? 

Wissal: …………………………………………………………. 

Kawthar: ……………………………………………………….. 

Wissal: Yes, there is. 1 slice of lamb meat.  

Kawthar: ………………………………………………………… 

Wissal: No, there isn’t any! It’s empty. 

Kawthar: ………………………………………………………… 

Wissal: There are 2 kilos of carrots 

Kawthar: ……………………………………………………….. 

Wissal: There is some butter. 

Kawthar: How much couscous is there? 

Wissal: ……………………………………………………………. 

/ ɪz / / z / / s / 

onions – carrots – cabbages - eggs   

much / many / is / are

  

2 kilos of  carrots 

1 slice of lamb meat 

6 onions 

1 packet of couscous  

butter 

oil 
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Second Term Test Correction 
The Text:                                                        “Karantika Delight”  

Dounia: Good morning Abdallah! I want to prepare “Karantika” for lunch. 

Abdallah: Good morning sister! Let’s take a look at the shopping items we have!  

Dounia: Are there any eggs in fridge? 

Abdallah: No, there aren’t any! but there is some milk .  

Dounia: How much milk is there Abdallah?  

Abdallah: There is some milk, half a litre (0.5 L). 

Dounia: Go to the grocery shop please, buy some eggs and a bag of milk!  

Abdallah: How many eggs do you want me to buy? 

Dounia: I need 7 eggs and I need few coriander too. 

Abdallah: We need a lot of juice for dessert too!  

                                                     Adopted from: https://www.facebook.com/mr.abdelmalek.aissat.blog 

 Part One: (14pts) 

A. Reading Comprehension: (7tps) 

Activity One: Choose (a, b, c or d) to complete the following sentences. (3pts) 

4- The text is.. 

b-  an-email                       b- a blog                            c- a dialogue         1 pt      d- a letter 

5- There is .. 

b- a lot of milk                  b- some milk       1 pt                  c- no milk              d- much milk 

6- Dounia needs.. 

b- 4 eggs                           b- 5 eggs                 c- 6 eggs                   1 pt          d-7 eggs 

Activity Two: Answer the following questions. (2pts)  

3- Are there any eggs in the fridge?  No, there isn’t any.       1 pt      

4- How much coriander Dounia needs?  She needs few coriander.    1 pt                       

Activity Three: Match the words in column a with their equivalents in column B.(2pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many  Prepare 0.5 pt 

Few Want 0.5 pt 

Cook A lot of 0.5 pt 

Need Some 0.5 pt 
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B. Mastery of Language: (7pts) 

Activity One: Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary. (1pts) 

is there any tuna  0.5pt Is there any tuna ? 0.5pt 

Activity Two: Fill in the gaps with the suitable words. (4pts) 

1- Aïcha wants to buy much chocolate.  1pt 

2- There are many apricots in the tree. 1pt 

3- I want to sell many potatoes. 1pt 

4- There is much rice in the packet. 1pt 

Activity Three:Write the following words in the right box according to their final “s” sound. (2pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part Two: Situation of Integration (6pts) 

Context: Kawthar and Wissal want to prepare couscous. 

Task: Complete the dialogue  

 “Friday Couscous” 

Kawthar: How many onions are there? 

Wissal: There are 6 onions. 1pt 

Kawthar: Is there any meat? 1pt 

Wissal: Yes, there is. 1 slice of lamb meat.  

Kawthar: Is there any oil? 1pt 

Wissal: No, there isn’t any! It’s empty. 

Kawthar: How many carrots are there? 1pt 

Wissal: There are 2 kilos of carrots 

Kawthar: How much butter is there? 1pt 

Wissal: There is some butter. 

Kawthar: How much couscous is there? 

Wissal: There is 1 packet of couscous. 1pt 

/ ɪz / / z / / s / 

onions – carrots – cabbages - eggs   

2 kilos of  carrots 

1 slice of lamb meat 

6 onions 

1 packet of couscous  

butter 

oil 

Carrots 0.5pt onions 0.5pt 

eggs 0.5pt 

Cabagges 0.5pt 
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